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About Beechwood: 

If punk is dead, Gordon Lawrence and ISA, the fellas behind the band Beechwood must be 

zombies, or, perhaps more accurately, vampires. “We’re pretty nocturnal,” Lawrence admits 

between sips of his rum and coke. We’re sitting in a candle-lit corner of quintessential East 

Village rock n’ roll burger joint BLK MKT. The punk bands of that romanticized bygone age 

blare over the speakers. 

That isn’t to say that Beechwood, which features Lawrence on guitar and ISA on drums, 

accompanied by a bassist, sounds like, or even looks like, Television or the Ramones or The 

Dead Boys or any combination thereof (they don’t not sound or look like certain bands of that 

ilk either, not that there’s anything wrong with that). Pardon the cliché, but it’s more about 

their attitude and, by extension of that attitude, their lifestyle. These guys aren’t playing their 

raucous, unpredictable shows in dingy New York basements and going back to sleep in 

$2000/month East Village apartments. They don’t even have apartments. 

Instead, their music is born of necessity, and I’m not talking about whatever meager money 

they accrue playing gigs. If these guys weren’t playing music, they would probably be 

actually dead (or, at the very least, in an unimaginably shitty place) and not just hilariously 

undead for the purpose of a witty intro (I can also confirm that they aren’t vampires – I’ve 

seen them skating in Tompkins by the light of day). 

This isn’t my assumption as some douchebag music journalist (I’m not a music journalist, but 

I’m probably a douchebag). Lawrence and ISA (more often Lawrence; he’s the talker of the 

two) say that their band is their life, in one way or another, constantly, genuinely and without 

apology. And, to quote Minutemen, maybe their band could be your life, too… Or maybe not. 

Beechwood could hardly be categorized as punk if they were pleasing all parties. But if 

raucous, unpredictable shows in New York basements are your thing, you owe it to yourself 

to come to The Bowery Electric tonight and find out. As Lawrence says, “Whether people like 

us or not, they don’t forget us.” 


